Sage Wind Tarot Circle – March 2021 Astrology & Timing

Astrology
The Emperor – Aries

(March 21 – April 19)

Aries is a dominant, logical, assertive sign which means it is perfectly represented by the
Emperor. Reversed, the Emperor can indicate a tendency to be unfocused, scattered and to
clash with authority figures.
The Hierophant – Taurus

(April 20 – May 20)

The Hierophant loves traditions, structures and tried-and-true methods for getting
things done which makes it perfect for the hardworking Taurus. Reversed, the Hierophant
symbolizes the tendency to become stubborn and resistant to change.
The Lovers – Gemini

(May 21 – June 21)

The Lovers is a card of choices and duality, which is why it represents Gemini so well.
Gemini’s are social, flirtatious and loves making connections with a variety of different
personalities from all walks of life. Reversed, this card represents the struggle in coming to
definitive decisions.
The Chariot – Cancer

(June 22 – July 22)

Those born under the sign of Cancer are highly intuitive, persistent and loyal people.
These traits correspond to the motivated energy of the Chariot. Reversed, this card speaks to
the tendency to be uncomfortable with letting go of control.
Strength – Leo

(July 23 – Aug 22)

Bold, assertive and kind, Leo is represented by the card Strength. Leo’s can be showy
and flashy but their hearts are tender and compassionate. Reversed, Strength represents the
tendency to find themselves in power struggles.
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The Hermit –Virgo

(August 23 – September 22)

The Hermit cad represents Virgo’s intensely analytical, introspective nature. The Hermit
is a detail-oriented perfectionist who usually prefers solitary work to collaborations. Reversed,
the Hermit has a tendency to isolate themselves.
Justice – Libra

(September 23 – October 23)

Justice is the perfect tarot card to represent the zodiac sign of Libra. Moderate and
kind, Libra’s are known for having a keen sense of right and wrong and they thrive when there
is a fair balance in all areas of their lives. Reversed, the Justice card represents Libras’
tendency to avoid friction at all costs. The peacekeepers of the zodiac, Libras have a natural
aversion to conflict.
Death – Scorpio

(October 24 – November 21)

Death is a commonly misunderstood tarot card, and its corresponding zodiac sign
Scorpio, is often perceived as being just as mysterious. Scorpios naturally embrace personal
transformations with grace, which is the very essence of the Death card. Reversed, Death
represents the tendency to be a bit reluctant to move on from things, especially when
emotions are involved.
Temperance – Sagittarius

(November 22 – December 21)

The Temperance card corresponds with Sagittarius. Temperance is a high-minded card
and nods to Sagittarius’s philosophical, worldly views and ideas. Sagittarians are full of
expansive abundant energy, and they want to experience absolutely everything life has to
offer. As a result, the reversed can show a tendency to overindulge.
The Devil –Capricorn

(December 22 – January 19)

The Devil is the tarot card associated with Capricorn. Capricorns have a keen sense of
justice, fairness and duty. As such, they are naturally aware of their shadow-selves. Like the
two loosely shackled figures featured in the RWS deck Capricorns always have personal power
even when it may seem otherwise. Their sheer determination can get them out of any sticky
situation, which is signified by the Devil card reversed.
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The Star – Aquarius

(January 20 – February 18)

Aquarius is the visionary dreamer of the zodiac making it a good representation of the
hopeful energy of the Star card. Aquarius and the Star are both inspiring figures that
encourage people to daydream about all the possibilities. Reversed, the Star alludes to the
tendency to sometimes feel hopeless and lost.
The Moon – Pisces

(February 19 – March 20)

The Moon card is all about diving deep below the surface to get to the soft, tender heart
of things. Pisces dislikes superficiality and thrives in uncharted waters. Reversed, the Moon
represents the tendency to get caught up in worrisome what-ifs and become anxious.

Fire Signs – Sagittarius, Aries, Leo
Earth Signs – Virgo, Capricorn, Taurus
Water Signs – Pisces, Cancer, Scorpio
Air Signs – Gemini, Libra, Aquarius

Timing
(Using the Golden Dawn Astrological Associations)
0 – The Fool – Aquarius (ruling planet is Uranus)
1 – The Magician – Gemini & Virgo (ruling planet is Mercury)
2 – The High Priestess – A Moon Cycle – 27.5 days
3 – The Empress – Taurus & Libra (ruling planet is Venus)
4 – The Emperor – Aries (Mar 21 – Apr 19)
5 – The Hierophant – Taurus (Apr 20 – May 20)
6 – The Lovers – Gemini (May 21 – Jun 21)
7 – The Chariot – Cancer (Jun 22 – Jul 22)
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8 – Strength – Leo (Jul 23 – Aug 22)
9 – The Hermit – Virgo (Aug 23 – Sept 22)
10 – The Wheel of Fortune – Sagittarius (ruling planet is Jupiter)
11 – Justice – Libra (Sept 23 – Oct 23)
12 – The Hanged Man – Pisces (ruling planet is Neptune)
13 – Death – Scorpio (Oct 24 – Nov 21)
14 – Temperance – Sagittarius (Nov 22 – Dec 21)
15 – The Devil – Capricorn (Dec 22 – Jan 19)
16 – The Tower – Aries (ruling planet is Mars)
17 – The Star – Aquarius (Jan 20 – Feb 18)
18 – The Moon – Pisces (Feb 19 – Mar 20)
19 – The Sun – A Year or a Day
20 – Judgement – Scorpio (Oct 23 – Nov 21)
21 – The World – Capricorn (ruling planet is Saturn)
By Suit:

By Court Cards:

Swords – Days, Spring

Pages - Days

Wands – Weeks, Summer

Knights - Weeks

Cups – Months, Autumn

Queens - Months

Pentacles – Years, Winter

Kings – Years
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Your Tarot Court – Ethony Dawn
Understanding Tarot – Liz Dean

